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Abstract

The Federal Aviation Administration requires all aircraft manufacturers to adhere to maximum noise level standards. Thus, a bias
acoustic liner is introduced, to intensify the noise equipment system, as well as prevent ice accumulation on the nacelle D-chamber. The
hotspot phenomenon, by the Piccolo tube anti-icing system, could damage the bias acoustic liner. Therefore, a swirl anti-icing system is
further investigated, to reduce the hotspot effect on die bias acoustic liner. The present work investigates the effect of nozzle rotation
angles at various mass-flow-rates of hot-air supplied on the nacelle lip-skin temperature distribution, in order to enhance the swirl anti-
icing system's performance. The effect of the nozzle ratio area on the swirl unii-icing system's performance to be discussed in the present
work. The simulation results show that the hotspot temperature decreases by 26 % and the cold spot temperature increases by 18 %, as
the nozzle to be rotated from 0° to 13° towards the inner skin. However, the nozzle ratio area shows a negative effect on the swirl anti-
icing performance, where the hotspot temperature increases by 6.7 % and the cold spot temperature decreases by 30.2 % with the ratio
nozzle area increasing from 0.1083 to 0.8354. According to swirl anti-icing empincal values, the average Nusselt number is directly pro
portional to the average Reynolds number. In conclusion, the temperature distribution on the nacelle lip-skin and the swirl anti-icing
system's performance improves as the angle of nozzle direction increases, rotating towards the inner skia Swirl anti-icing does not gen
erate hotspot on the inner skin, thus making it suitable for use in a bias acoustic liner system.
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1. Introduction

Since an increase in the number of aircraft is accompanied

by increasing noise levels, the Federal Aviation Association
has issued aircraft noise-level standards to which all aircraft

manufacturers must adhere. There are several possible ap

proaches to reducing noise produced by engines and turbines,
e.g. installation of an acoustic liner (AL) in a noise cowl zone.
Actually, nose cowl zones have limited space, but Lucas [1]
suggested installing a noise abatement system on a nacelle
leading edge. The combination of an acoustic liner and anti-
icing on a nacelle leading edge may not be able to reduce the
forward radiated noise and to improve the anti-icing system's
thermal performance easily. Therefore, a bias acoustic liner
(BAL) is installed in that limited space, in order to overcome
the non-uniformity of the heat transfer to the nacelle lip cowl
zone [2].

Piccolo tube anti-icing (PTAI) is the most efficient and reli-
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able method for preventing ice accumulation on aviation criti
cal suifftccs [3], but non-uniform heat transfer occurs on na
celle lip"skins, since hotspots and cold-spots have the maxi
mum heat transfer rate and the minimum heat transfer rates on

nacelle lip-skin, respectively. As a consequence, ice accumu
lates downstream from the nacelle lip-skin area. The complex
ity of the PTAI systems results in high manufacturing costs.
Thus, a bias acoustic liner (BAL) is introduced into swirl anti-

icing (SAl) [4] to minimize hotspots and cold-spots on the
nacelle lip-skin. This arrangement provides uniform and better
heat distribution, compared to PTAI, and also has fewer com
ponents, with lightweight and simple plumbing.
Many re.searchers use a computational fluid dynamic (CFD)

code, due to the complexity of the anti-icing experiments and
the flight tests, Keith et al. [5] analyzed the performance of
hot-air anti-icing as an engine inlet ice protection method.
Based m the results, the authors suggested that the heat
should he Iheuscd on the stagnation point, in order to evapo
rate mm fliv»plets. Smith and Taylor [6] employed the
PHLCiNli 'S code, to simulate a 2-D anti-icing system on a
nacelle lip-hku) in diy and wet conditions. For simplification
piufKtse.u, thi^V neglected the heat transfer coefficient on the
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